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Want an easy-to-read travel guide to Cape_Town? This book shows the top 183 best spots in this

unique destination in Cape Town.Guidelet Publishing works exclusively with local travel experts to

guide and help you make the most of your vacation.Top 183 Spots in Cape_Town is your menu to

all the 'must-visit' spots in this destination in Cape Town.Quickly get the lay of the land,

understanding all your day, food and night-life options.Enjoy your days at places like: Battlefield live,

Aquila Game Reserve, Hire a Limousine for the Day, Helicopter Tour of Cape Town., Enjoy local

cuisine at top notch restaurants like: Hire a Limousine for the Day, Helicopter Tour of Cape Town.,

The Drill Hall and Central Library, Ellerman House, Party at local hangouts like: Ellerman House,

Lola's, Stones - For dancing, Pool and Dancing., Champagne Sunset at Clifton, This guide also

covers Cape_Town spots like shopping areas, museums, parks,outdoor adventures, nightclubs and

street foods.For each and every point of interest you`ll get:Illustrative photoAddress and phoneLink

to your Google Maps Link to Website (when pertinent)And a quick explanation as to why it deserves

a visit.No needless fluff, no boring anthropological lessons! Just everything we love!We don`t stuff

our travel content with working hours, credit-cards accepted, nearby transportation and user-reviews

as it tends to bulk up the writing and are subject to change since the time of publishing. Once you

decide the places you want to visit, these infos can easily be found at your hotel concierge, on-line

or on Google Maps.Not user-review basedSimilarly, our philosophy has been that user-reviewed

travel sites are subjective, as they tend to top-rank places that manage their reputation on those

sites. So little corner bakeries, unique shops by local artisans, secluded beaches and hidden bars

don't show up in those sites as visibly as places that have an on-line marketer or social media

specialist. Similarly, we believe the opinion of one well-informed local expert should outweigh the

opinion of hundreds of first-time visitors to Cape_Town. First-time visitors tend to flock to famous

tourist attractions, creating a vicious circle, accentuating just the popular places. Our local experts

know the entire city, and know what deserves a visit, whether a famous attraction or a quaint

corner.Top x Spots in Cape_Town is the first travel guide to Cape_Town you should read.It quickly

helps you define your short-list of places you want to visit, so you don`t have to spend hours reading

hundreds of pages of dense writing. All for less than the price of a sandwich.Tags: Cape_Town,

Cape Town , travelling, travelling guide, travelling handbook, history, historic landmarks, English,

Cape_Town Restaurants, restaurants, tourist attractions, Cape_Town's tourist attractions,

Cape_Town handbook, Shopping districts, Cape_Town's night life, Best of Cape_Town, Travellers

Guide to Cape_Town
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Liked this guide very much, content is clear and concise.It presents a few select attractions that

might not be mentioned in other guidebooks. The photographs are beautiful, and the descriptions

are compelling. Cape Town as a wild beauty and elegance all its own. Its buzzing harbor and streets

house nightlife and storefronts, and its beaches and mountainous surroundings are bursting with

flora and fauna that never cease to amaze, even for the locals. During my stay in Cape Town, I

made a point to visit some of the places described in this guide, including the Baxter Theater, the

Rhodes Memorial and the Alfred Waterfront. If you are going to Cape Town, then this will be an

excellent supplementary guidebook. I have used Cristiano's other travel guides while visiting

Edinburg and Dallas and they never disappoint. Thanks!

I've always dreamt of travelling the world, and these little guides not only describe the best places to

see, but they also help you do it on a budget! I love how visual it is, no matter if I'm actually going or

not, I get to look at all the pretty sights with the awesome photos. It covers all of the essential info

that you would need if you do go (which I hope to one day!) and it's a quick read. My favorite part is



probably how detailed it is overall, but I did notice that it doesn't include much information about the

history, which is something I find incredibly interesting.Great guide that would be perfect for anyone

visiting on a budget wanting to know about the best places so they can best plan their trip, but if

you're really into the history, I'd suggest buying another book alongside this one for more about that.

I suppose they didn't include it so the book would be a quick read, which they accomplished! Great

guide, recommendedÃ¢Â€Â‹.

I enjoy picking up guidebooks to see where I can be inspired to go in the future and check to make

sure I'll be entertained during my stay there. This guide to Cape Town is almost exactly what I was

looking for. Each site is given a brief description with accompanying (usually clear) picture, and

unlike other guidebooks I've obtained through this series, this is the first one that really captures my

imagination with its broad inclusion of activities outside of restaurants and shopping. It's a quick

read and gets you most of the basic information you need to visit each site (website if needed,

telephone when applicable, and address). Now, why it includes two abortion clinics among the vast

number of things to do is anyone's guess, but otherwise, I'm glad to have picked this up.

I've never been to Cape Town but I plan on going very soon. IÃ¢Â€Â™ve come to trust the

high-quality work that goes into putting these books together. IÃ¢Â€Â™m impressed by the visually

pleasing photos alongside the description and information that's provided with each location.

Flipping through this is incredibly fast and I never get tired looking at the locations. Something that

would be beneficial in my mind, is if each location came equipped with some history about it. I really

think that would make this a very well-rounded guide book.

The book covers the basics of Capetown. For a fuller view of the city, check with your concierge and

cab driver.

The formatting and organization of this book is one of its strong points. There are day-trips, lunch

dates, evening events, and dinner date ideas, all sorted for easy accessibility. Each entry has a

photo, a link to its website, a telephone number, and a link to their address. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s a very quick

read, covers the essentials of Cape Town tourism.I especially love that it is a compilation of tourism

activities in one location. Much better than reading through a bunch of Yelp or Tripadvisor

reviews.But with all these ideas of fun stuff to do in Cape Town, I was left wondering where to sleep.

Obviously the book sets you up to fit a lot of activities into your trip, but is absent in describing



lodging and hotel suggestions. Since my trip is inevitably going to be more than one day, it would be

nice to have help finding a place to stay.Also, the entries on abortion clinics were random,

unrelated, and uncomfortable.Other than that, the pros outweigh the cons. Great read!
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